INEQUALITY IN OECD COUNTRIES: THE FACTS AND POLICIES TO CURB IT

Rising income inequality risks leaving more people behind in an ever-changing world economy.
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Why should we care about high and growing inequality?

The gap between rich and poor in OECD countries has reached its highest level in 30 years. Rising income inequality creates economic, social and political challenges and risks leaving more people behind in an ever-changing world economy. It can jeopardise social mobility: intergenerational earnings mobility is low in countries with high inequality and higher in countries where income is distributed more evenly. The resulting inequality of opportunities can negatively impact on economic performance and wellbeing. Inequality can also fuel protectionist sentiments. People will no longer support open trade and free markets if they feel that they are losing out while a small group of winners is getting richer. High inequality also raises political challenges because it breeds social resentment and generates political instability.

High and increasing inequality may also fuel economic instability. Aggregate demand can be reduced when resources are redistributed from poorer credit-constrained households to richer households with a higher propensity to save. The period of the Great Moderation prompted low interest-rate policies which helped trigger increases in household and sovereign debt beyond sustainable levels. In parallel, the search for high returns by investors with rapidly-growing incomes might have contributed to asset-price bubbles.

How unequal are OECD societies?

There are large differences in income inequality levels across countries. Today in the OECD countries, the average income of the richest 10 per cent of the population is close to ten times that of the poorest 10 per cent. In Australia and New Zealand, the income gaps between the richest and poorest deciles are in line with the OECD average. In some European countries, the gap is much smaller, with the incomes of the richest decile being five times those of the poorest. In the US, the ratio raises to around 14:1, and in Chile and Mexico to a high of 27:1. In Japan, the rich have incomes more than 10 times those of the poorest. The Gini coefficient, a standard summary measure of inequality that ranges from 0 (when everybody has identical incomes) to 1 (when all income goes to only one person), stood at an average of 0.31 in OECD countries in 2010, ranging from a low of 0.25 in Iceland and Slovenia to a high of 0.50 in Chile. As Figure 1 shows, there are large differences in income inequality levels across OECD countries.

How widespread is income poverty? For cross-country comparisons, the standard practice is to treat ‘poverty’ as a relative concept in developed economies. The comparison of absolute incomes...
between countries shows, for example, that the poorest 10 per cent in Japan have more money (in terms of purchasing power parities) than the average Mexican person. But what matters is the standard of living relative to other people in the country. Here, poverty is measured as half of the national median household income. This benchmark, of course, also varies over time. Around 11 per cent of the population across the 34 OECD countries fell below this poverty threshold (see the orange diamonds in Figure 1). Again, this differs hugely between countries: from 6 per cent in Denmark and the Czech Republic to 20 per cent and more in Israel and Mexico. Poor people, on this relative definition, make up 14.4 per cent of the population in Australia. Countries with wider distributions of income tend to have more widespread income poverty – though measures of inequality and poverty do not necessarily go hand-in-hand. In New Zealand and the UK, for instance, inequality is higher than in Japan and Korea, but poverty is higher in the latter two countries.

Has the gap between rich and poor widened?

Over a longer period of 25 years, the gap between rich and poor has widened in over three-quarters of OECD countries for which data series back to the 1980s are available. For the more recent period since the mid-1990s (Figure 2), it climbed by more than 3 percentage points in Canada, Denmark, Finland, Israel and Sweden. Only Mexico and Turkey recorded sizeable declines in their Gini coefficients. As Figure 2 shows,
income inequality (Gini coefficients) increased in a majority of OECD countries during this period.

Income inequality followed different patterns across OECD countries over time. It first started to increase in the 1980s in some English-speaking countries, notably the UK and the US, but also in Israel. The trends in the 2000s showed a widening gap between rich and poor not only in some of the already high-inequality countries like Israel and the US, but also—for the first time—in traditionally low-inequality countries, such as Germany and the Nordic countries, where inequality grew more than anywhere else in the 2000s. At the same time, Chile, Mexico, Greece, Turkey and Hungary reduced income inequality considerably—often from very high levels. There are thus signs of a possible convergence of inequality levels towards a higher average level across OECD countries.

In most countries, increasing inequality was due to rich households faring much better than both low- and middle-income families. There has been a marked increase in the share of top incomes, especially the top 1 per cent of earners. This has often been attributable to higher shares of labour, not capital, income—partly due to the development of stock options which are reported as part of wages and salaries. Figure 3 shows how the share of very high incomes increased in many countries from 1980 to 2010. The rise at the top was most marked in the US where the share of the richest 1 per cent in all pre-tax income reached 18 per cent. However, it was also large in a number of other English-speaking countries (Australia, Canada, Ireland and the UK). Elsewhere, increases tended to be greater in the Scandinavian and Mediterranean countries than in Continental Europe. Even within the group of top-income earners, incomes became more concentrated. In the US, for instance, the share of the top 0.1 per cent in total pre-tax income quadrupled in the 30 years to 2010 from 2 per cent to over 8 per cent of total pre-tax incomes. The top 0.1 per cent accounted for some 4 to 5 per cent of total pre-tax incomes in Canada, the UK and Switzerland, and close to 3 per cent in Australia, New Zealand, and France.

The links between high inequality and social mobility

The trends highlighted so far are based on cross-sectional income-distribution data over time. While these are very informative, they do not tell us anything about the dynamics of inequality over time, that is, the extent of equality of opportunities across generations. We now turn briefly to this important intergenerational dimension of inequality.
At OECD we have been studying the phenomenon of social mobility and how it is associated with income inequality across countries by focusing on the concept of *intergenerational earnings mobility*: in the literature this is proxied by the degree to which sons’ earnings are correlated with those of their fathers. The key empirical measure here is the *intergenerational earnings elasticity*: the higher the value of this elasticity, the lower the degree of earnings mobility between generations.

When measures of the intergenerational earnings elasticity are plotted against measures of income inequality, this generates what Alan Krueger has called the ‘Great Gatsby Curve’. Figure 4 plots such a relationship for a sample of OECD countries for which we have comparable estimates of the two variables, and shows how high inequality can hinder social mobility (the inequality measure is the Gini coefficient). This shows that the ‘Gatsby Effect’ is alive and well: intergenerational earnings mobility is lower in high-inequality countries. At one extreme, we have countries such as the US, UK and Italy with relatively low intergenerational earnings mobility and high inequality while the Nordics are clustered at the other end, with relatively high intergenerational earnings mobility and low inequality. Both Australia and New Zealand are in mid-way positions, as is Canada; this may partly reflect the greater shares of immigrants in their populations as well as their greater selectivity in choosing immigrants who tend to exhibit greater earnings mobility than their native-born peers.

While there is some disagreement in the literature about the interpretation of the negative correlation in Figure 4 and the mechanisms underpinning intergenerational mobility, there is no doubt that
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Figure 3: Shares of top 1 per cent incomes in total pre-tax income, 1980 – 2010 (or closest)

Source: OECD calculations derived from the World Top Incomes Database.

Figure 4: Income inequality and intergenerational earnings mobility, mid-2000s

the coverage of collective bargaining generally remained rather stable over time. A number of countries cut unemployment benefit replacement rates and, in an attempt to promote employment among low-skilled workers, some also reduced taxes on labour for low-income workers.

Apart from economic globalisation and regulatory change, other societal changes may also have had a direct impact on increasing inequality. In particular, changing family structures made household incomes more diverse and reduced economies of scale. Populations are ageing and there are more single-headed households with and without children today than ever before: in the mid-2000s, they accounted for 20 per cent of all working-age households, on average, in OECD countries. In couple households, employment rates of the wives of top earners increased the most. And in all countries, marriage behaviour has changed. People are now much more likely to choose partners in the same earnings bracket: so rather than marrying nurses, doctors are now increasingly marrying other doctors.

What OECD evidence tells us about the main culprits

The OECD’s 2011 report Divided We Stand: Why Inequality Keeps Rising took a fresh look at the drivers and remedies for increasing inequality and reveals a number of surprising findings. It finds that neither rising trade integration nor financial openness has a significant impact on either wage inequality or employment trends within the OECD countries. The wage-inequality effect of trade appears neutral even when only the effects of increased import penetration from emerging economies, such as China and India, are considered – a finding that runs counter to the expectation that trade flows from such countries should drive down wages of workers in manufacturing and/or services in OECD countries. At the same time, technological progress – for example, in information and communications – has exhibited a bias in favour of high-skill workers and this has been reflected in widening gaps in earnings between high-skilled, middle-skilled and low-skilled workers.
On the other hand, regulatory reforms and institutional changes increased employment opportunities but, at the same time, contributed to wider wage disparities as more low-paid people were brought into employment. Thus, the increase in part-time employment in atypical labour contracts and a decline in the coverage of collective-bargaining arrangements in many countries also contributed to disparities in earnings.

However, the rise in the supply of skilled workers helped offset the increase in wage inequality resulting from technological progress, regulatory reforms and institutional changes. The upskilling of the labour force also had a significant positive impact on employment growth. The growth in average educational attainment among the working-age population thus appears to have been the single most important contributor not only to reducing wage dispersion among workers but also to increased employment rates.

On the basis of these results, the evolution of wage inequality across OECD countries over the past few decades can be best viewed mainly as the difference between the demand for and supply of skills, or as neatly summarised by the Dutch economist Jan Tinbergen almost 40 years ago, the outcome of a ‘race between education and technology’. This explanation, however, does not satisfactorily cover the rapid rise in top-income shares. For the latter, other factors need to be taken into account too – such as the growth of the financial sector, the spread of a ‘winner-takes all’ culture, cuts in marginal tax rates on high incomes, and lobbying of the political elites by high earners in order to preserve their rents.

The importance of tax/benefit systems

Public cash transfers, as well as income taxes and social security contributions, played a major role in all OECD countries in reducing market-income inequality. Together, they were estimated to reduce inequality among the working-age population by an average of about one-quarter across OECD countries. This redistributive effect was larger in the Nordic countries, Belgium and Germany, but well below average in Chile, Iceland, Korea, Switzerland and the US (Figure 5). In Australia and New Zealand, the redistributive impact of the tax/social transfer system is just below the OECD average. As the Figure shows, market incomes are distributed much more unequally than net incomes.

In most countries, tax-benefit policies traditionally offset some of the large increases in market-income inequality, although they became less effective at doing so from the mid-1990s. Until the mid-1990s, tax-benefit systems in many OECD countries offset more than half of the rise in market-income inequality. However, while market-income inequality continued to rise after the mid-1990s, the offsetting effect of taxes and benefits on household income inequality declined. Only a few countries bucked this trend. In Japan, for instance, the extent of redistribution continued to increase slightly though its level is still lower than in most other OECD countries.

The main reason for the decline in redistribution lies on the benefits side: the real value of many social benefits fell, eligibility rules were tightened to contain spending on social protection, and transfers to the poorest failed to keep pace with earnings growth in many countries. In addition, spending on out-of-work benefits shifted towards ‘inactive’ benefits, which resulted in reduced activity rates and thus exacerbated the trend towards higher market-income inequality. At the same time – and despite the substantial gains of high-income earners in some countries – income taxes played a relatively minor role in moderating trends towards higher inequality. The reason is that trends towards lower income taxes, on the one hand, and more progressive taxation, on the other, had opposite effects on redistribution and partly cancelled each other out.

What was the impact of the recent Great Recession?

The significant increase of inequality was occurring before the Great Recession when many countries were undergoing a period of fairly steady economic expansion. What will happen now that the ILO estimates that 200 million people are out of work worldwide? The jobs crisis is affecting the
most vulnerable groups particularly hard, amid growing long-term unemployment and mounting youth unemployment, and this has put additional pressures on the distribution of incomes. And let us not forget that many governments are embarking on a path of fiscal consolidation to rein back public-sector deficits and rising public-debt/GDP ratios.

Unfortunately, comparable income distribution data are only available with a lag and the latest data refer to 2010. This means that we are only able to chart the initial effects of the Great Recession on income inequality. These data suggest that the initial short-term impact of the crisis on inequality may have been smaller than commonly suggested in most OECD countries, with some notable exceptions like Ireland and Spain (Figure 6).

This apparently small effect was due to a number of causes. First, to stimulus packages and additional public support through the tax and benefit system in 2008 and 2009, which cushioned falls in household income levels at the bottom end. Second, households adopted coping strategies – for example, young people returned to live with their parents, or second earners increased working hours. Third, at the top end of the distribution, income shares fell due to declines in stock prices and interest rates, and a big drop in capital gains.

This fall in top incomes was temporary, however, and has not reversed the preceding increase in top-income shares. Further, previous recessions have increased inequality in the mid-term because of an increasing employment divide between rich and poor. Finally, there is a risk of increasing inequality
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**Figure 5: Inequality (Gini coefficient) of market income and disposable (net) income in the OECD area, late 2000s**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Inequality of Market Income</th>
<th>Inequality of Disposable Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data refer to working-age persons (18-65 years old). Source: OECD.
and, particularly, poverty if fiscal consolidation and austerity policies are not well balanced today.

**What can policies do to reduce too-high inequality?**

The most promising way of reducing too-high inequality is by boosting employment and career prospects. Hence, the focus for policy-makers should be on fostering more and better jobs, enabling people to escape poverty and offering real career prospects. Within current budgets, policies to address growing inequality could be made more efficient, for example, by making more use of in-work benefits which encourage people to take up paid work and give additional income support to low-income households. Such benefits are in place in about half of all OECD countries. Another important policy challenge is to improve access to, and the quality of, education and training which will enable workers to take up better-paid jobs and thus reduce inequality.

Investing in *human capital* is key. This must include the vital early childhood period and be sustained through compulsory education. This will ensure equality of opportunity for children from disadvantaged backgrounds. Once the transition from school to work has been accomplished successfully, there must be sufficient incentives for workers and employers to invest in skills throughout the working life.

Reforming tax and benefit policies is the third key to promote a better distribution of income – taxes and benefits are the most direct instruments to redistribute income. As top earners now have a greater capacity to pay taxes than before, governments may consider re-examining their

*Figure 6: Trends in income inequality (Gini coefficients) in selected countries, 1975 – 2010*

Note: Break in series for Spain in 2000.  
Source: OECD.
tax systems to ensure that wealthier individuals contribute their fair share of the tax burden. This aim can be achieved in several different ways – not only via raising marginal tax rates on the rich but also improving tax compliance, eliminating tax deductions, and reassessing the role of taxes on all forms of property and wealth, including the transfer of assets.

Redistribution is not only about cash. Governments spend as much on public social services, such as education, health and care services, as they do on all cash benefits taken together – Australia spends as much on such services as a proportion of GDP as the OECD average while New Zealand spends more than the average. While the prime objective of such services is not redistribution, they reduce income inequality by a fifth. Public services such as high-quality education furthermore constitute a longer-term social investment to foster upward mobility and create greater equality of opportunities in the long run.

The new OECD work shows that there is nothing inevitable about growing inequalities. Globalisation and technological changes offer opportunities but also raise challenges that can be tackled with effective and well targeted policies.

Any policy strategy to reduce the growing divide between rich and poor should rest on three main pillars: inclusive employment promotion; a more intensive human capital investment; and well-designed tax/transfer redistribution policies.

1 Throughout this article we focus on income inequality. Arguably, wealth inequality is more important. However, comparable cross-country wealth data are much harder to collect than data on income. Where data exist they show that wealth is much more unequally distributed than income. See OECD (2008, Chapter 10) for a discussion.

2 Daughters’ earnings are excluded because of the great changes in women’s labour force participation rates across generations linked to rising educational attainments and different choices about work and unpaid activities made by women across different generations.

3 For a comprehensive review of the burgeoning literature on the topic, see Corak (2013).

4 For more details on these estimates, see OECD (2008, Chapter 8).

5 This relatively benign conclusion about the impact of globalisation on earnings inequality needs to be nuanced, however, as it may vary depending on the institutions and policies of the countries in question. Evidence from OECD (2011) suggests that growing import competition from low-income developing countries such as China and India tended to widen wage dispersion though only in countries with less-strict employment protection legislation. Autor et al. (2012) argue that the rapid growth in China-US trade accounted for about 15 to 20 per cent of jobs lost in the US though they find no significant effect on wage dispersion.

6 This part draws heavily on OECD (2013).
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